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Spreading The Word
Many years ago, probably about 1997 or 1998, our current Secretary Stephen
Reynolds dragged me fairly reluctantly along to an O-Gauge Modellers Workshop
at Thornleigh in Sydney. At the time I’d been working in HO for about 7 or 8
years. Stephen’s scale/prototype interest was a little more difficult to define: at
the time, when asked to specify his chosen scale and prototype on a model
railway club membership application I’d asked him to fill out, he wrote “too many”.
In spite of this he got me to go with him to the workshop and I made the fatal
mistake of purchasing my first 1:43.5 kit. It took a couple of years but by about
2003 I’d essentially relinquished HO entirely, sold every HO model I owned and
have worked exclusively in O-scale ever since.
There are probably lots of different ways we could go about promoting the hobby
and more specifically O-scale, but I do know what worked for me: attending that
first O-Gauge Modellers Workshop introduced me to a new scale and a group of
people who were as intent on enjoying their hobby as I was. No one lectured me,
everyone was friendly and the trains sold themselves. Ever since I caught the
bug I’ve been quite happy to spread it around and I flatter myself that the Aus7
Modellers Group has managed to do for a few others what the organisers of the
Workshops did for me.
On Saturday the 11th of July, 2015 we upheld the Aus7 Modellers Group’s proud
tradition of “spreading it around”, this time carrying the bug across the border into
Queensland. This first Queensland Forum was a bit of a test to be quite honest.
We ran it using the same tried and tested formula that we’ve used at North
Sydney Leagues for many years. The one down side to this formula is that we
had no idea whether anyone would turn up on the day until people started
actually coming through the door. Thankfully we attracted a small but enthusiastic
group of interested modellers, about twenty people in all attended, and the day
was a resounding success. The talks were a great mix of interesting topics and
everyone was praising the Aspley AFL club as being a fantastic venue. People
came from as far away as Cairns and Wollongong to attend, so O-scale
obviously has some pulling power although we could have happily
accommodated twenty more people.
I’d like to thank Peter Krause and Phil Flynn for ably assisting me to organise the
event. I’d also like to thank John Parker for heading north and doing one of his
informative talks on DCC for the group and I should also thank Glenn Scott.
Glenn came north for a family holiday which just happened to coincide with the
Brisbane Forum so that we poor souls north of the Tweed could make some
strategic purchases from the Model-O-Kits fine range.
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On The Cover
Arakoola returns to our cover after
Whether we organise another Brisbane Forum is really a matter of whether we
a very succesful showing at the
think there’s a demand. We have discussed the possibility of running two more, recent AMRA Liverpool Exhibition.

either annually or biennially, however the organisers have made a personal
commitment that we need to cover the cost of holding the event and we didn’t
quite manage that this time. We have a few tweaks we feel we can make to
ensure we cover costs but we’ll make a final decision about whether we run
another one after this year’s AGM.
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Here the helpful station master
assures some passengers that their
train will be on time.
.
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Merbein

A VR Modellers First O Scale Layout In Progress
Andrew Krassay

I’m a relatively recent convert to O scale but have been
lurking for some time – it all started innocently enough.
About six or seven years ago I attended the October
long-weekend Liverpool Exhibition and spent my time
buying HO equipment and viewing layouts as usual. In
the back corner of the hall was a small exhibit that
caught my eye. There, upon a short single track ran a
highly detailed, sound-equipped O scale 48 class diesel
moving slowly back and forth. I was intrigued by the
scale, heft and presence of the model and how toy-like
HO offerings looked in comparison. I must have walked
around the exhibition half a dozen times and always
ended up being drawn back to that exhibit.
A few months later I found the Veteran Models website
and the AMRM article series on starting in O scale by
Trevor Hodges and it opened up the possibilities of O
scale modelling to me. However, I was a confirmed HO
modeller and it would be silly to change scales after
investing so much time, effort and money into HO –
right? But the thoughts would just not go away so I
bought just one O scale kit (a GY) to get it all out of my
system. How much harm could one small O scale kit
do? I admired the kit, put it on the shelf unbuilt and
continued with HO but the seed was sown. Then one
day several years later the newest HO wagons I’d
ordered arrived and as I
placed them on the mostlybuilt HO layout it was
strangely unexciting. The
models were excellent but it
felt like something was
missing. All my plans for a
HO empire were no longer
as inspiring and it felt like I
needed a new challenge.

Merbein: The plan
I’ve long had an interest in the far NW part of the VR
system in the Riverland near Mildura and the NSW
border. My O scale (1:48) layout is based on Merbein,
Yelta and industrial sidings at Mildura.
The header photo shows Merbein yard and station
building in 1976 looking southwest towards Yelta (Geoff
Winkler photo)
The Mildura station and yard is too big to model in O
scale for my space - unless I can drill through walls and
take over the entire kitchen and family room but the
inhabitants are strangely unwilling. The layout will
include three main scenes: 1) Caltex oil siding and
Mildura fruit packing sheds at the Up (Melbourne) end
on the outskirts of Mildura, 2) the station, yard and
sidings at Merbein, and 3) the Down terminus at Yelta
with a small yard, goods shed, passenger shed and
grain silos. Yelta is the farthest point by rail from
Melbourne on the VR system. It is also planned to
include two sections of hidden staging tracks; two or
three-tracks behind the Mildura fruit packing siding and
two tracks behind Yelta accessible on a traverser. Other
planned scenes are a vineyard, small stock-loading yard

Over the next month or so I
doodled new track plans,
visited O scale websites and
realised that a change in
scale could be just what I
was looking for. The final
piece of the puzzle was a
house move and renovations
to provide a dedicated
trainroom with enough space
for a small O scale layout.
The decision was made and
I started to sell some off my
HO stuff and buy O scale
kits and design my first O
scale layout.
4
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and the cutting and road-over-rail bridge at McEdwards and trimmed ready for gluing to the subroadbed prior to
St between Mildura and Merbein.
track laying on the bench.
After careful measuring of the room the track plan was
designed on XTrackCAD. The planis fairly simple and is
probably subject to change as building progresses. The
plan incorporates most features of the prototype in their
correct orientation and arrangement with a few
compromises. I couldn’t work out a way to include all
three roads at Merbein without compromising the
approaches so for now the yard has been reduced to
two tracks (as the real VR did in 1980 so I can live with
this element). The plan and location for a turntable
approximates where a small turntable once existed
solely for turning railmotors but I plan on using a bigger,
standard VR 70 ft one instead.
The layout is designed for point-to-point branchline
operation. Track will be code 100 Peco rail hand-laid
with spikes on stained wooden sleepers with 4-foot
radius curves and handmade #6 points. Most of the
traffic will include 4-axle diesels (T & Y class) and a mix
of 4-wheel and bogie wagons to represent traffic circa
1975. The local passenger service is by VR DERM and
trailer. The main goods traffic will be short grain, fruit and
oil trains with other mixed goods and service stock.

Before committing to wholesale track-laying I made a
small diorama to test various track building techniques.
This helped me avoid at least one disaster when the first
plywood I bought proved to be so dense and hard that
track spikes would nearly all bend and could not be
inserted properly. Several different suppliers later I’ve
found appropriate plywood and have a test track that
looks the way I want and is prototypical for the VR.
Since starting this article I’ve bought a new air
compressor and airbrush and layout work has being
suspended in favour of kit building and spray-painting. I
aim to resume layout and track construction in the spring
and summer.

Merbein: Progress so far
The roughly 5m by 3.5m trainroom is finished with new
gyprock walls, multiple powerpoints, new flooring, paint
and LED downlights. The benchwork is completed for
five of the modules. For this layout, which needs to be
double-decked, I decided to use modular steel rather
than dimensional pine timber as used in previous
layouts. Some of the steel is from the Metal Mart range
available at Bunnings. Subsequently I found cheaper,
stronger 38mm slotted steel at an industrial supplier.
One advantage is that this steel comes in 3.6m lengths
which are almost exactly the length of one trainroom
wall so a single beam can span the whole wall. The
slotted steel structure is self-supporting and quite strong
and rigid when assembled and joined together with
bolts. Each benchwork module has four beams, two for
the lower HO deck (previous HO modules and now used
by my sons) with a rail height at 90cm from the floor and
the upper O-scale deck with a rail height of 130 cm.
In the past I have used pine or hollow-core doors to
make layout modules to sit on the benchwork but these
tend to be heavy and awkward to move for one person.
This time Merbein modules are constructed from
25x25x1.5mm aluminium angle rails with 12mm plywood
cross-members pre-drilled to allow for wiring harnesses
- thanks to Trevor H and his blog for showing this
method. So far two 1.86 x 0.7 m modules have been
constructed and have proven to be lightweight and
strong.
The plan is now to mark and cut the subroadbed, secure
in place and then commence tracklaying on a 4mm
marine ply roadbed to be glued or screwed to the
subroadbed. I originally bought the Aus7 perspex track
template to use in point making but realised that the
design differs quite a bit from VR points. So, I used a
prototype VR point diagram scaled to 1:48 on a
photocopier as a base for making a point building
template in MS powerpoint that can be printed off in A3
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Self-supporting, modular slotted
steel benchwork along one wall
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Aluminium angle and
plywood layout
module resting on the
slotted
steel
benchwork

Double-deck
layout with Oscale modules
on top and
HO-modules
on lower deck.
Layout has
been designed
to allow a
large amount
of storage
s p a c e
underneath

The first two O-scale
modules with 9mm marine
ply subroadbed resting
temporarily on top whilst
track locations are
marked with paper
templates prior to cutting
with jigsaw. The blue
extruded foam skyboard
is also temporary

Diorama with single test track to VR
prototype sleeper style and spacing for
branchlines
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The original version of the Waratah
O scale model of the NSWGR rail
motor proved to be so popular that
many prospective purchasers were
disappointed when the first run sold
out in record time. Model O Kits,
who recently purchased Waratah
Models have arranged a new production run to satisfy the demands
of those who desire their own model of this iconic railmotor. Part of
the popularity of this model comes
from the fact that the CPH has always been an ideal motive power
for a very small O scale layout. For
convenience I will identify this new
model as CPH Mk II. The model is
now available for immediate delivery from Model O Kits.
The Mk II version although very
similar to the original does include
a number of improvements, most
notably in smoother running together with a body that now sits lower
on the bogies at a prototypical
height. If your normal motive power
is DC, or even if you purchased the
model just for display on your mantelpiece then I am sure you will be
delighted as this is a great model.
The model as supplied is fitted with
interior lighting, headlights and the
correct red and white marker lights.
These Light Emitting Diodes are all
terminated on two pin plugs which
connect to an interface board. This
is a marked improvement to the
hard wired arrangement used in
the original production run. However there is no connection at all between the body, which includes this
interface board and all the lighting,
and the chassis. As a conse-
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quence, without modification,
none of the lights will operate if
the model is powered solely by
a DC power pack.
Now some might have hoped
for a fully equipped Ready To
Run DCC sound version, but
this would have been considerably more expensive and almost certainly would
have
priced the model out of the
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reach of many modellers. If you
really need a DCC version complete with sound what is the solution?
Ask for help from a friend?
Why not add the decoder yourself, in this model that is not a
difficult task, just follow the diagrams and photographs, I feel
sure that you will be impressed
with the results.

7

All of the components required for
this adaption are listed below in the
parts list.
Almost all of the assembly is carried
out outside the model; in fact you
don’t even need the model at this
stage.
Start by cutting your “Vero” PC
board stock to produce a square 22
holes wide x 22 holes high
(approximately 55 mm square.) Arrange the material so that when
viewed from the copper side the
tracks are horizontal, remove a rectangle 10 holes high x 8 holes wide
from the top right hand corner, this
will result in a “L” shaped board. To
aid in construction both the adjacent
photos are twice the actual size of
the board.
The mounting holes are identified
by the orange circles. They are
made by opening up the existing
holes with a 1.4-1.5 mm drill. Next
cut the tracks at the 17 places identified by the blue circles. This can
be easily achieved by using the
special spot face cutter or a 1.8mm
drill turned between you thumb and
finger. Count the holes from the
edge of the board to ensure that the
cuts are made in the correct places.
All of the components can then be
inserted from the component side of
the board and soldered in place. It
is recommended that the three wire
links are soldered first then the eight
1K ohm resistors and finally the
eleven two pin sockets which were
made by separating groups of two
contacts from the I.C. connector
strip with a razor saw. Remove the
two brown speaker wires from the
21 pin Loksound V4.0 decoder and
solder them to the pads on the underside of the adaptor board. The
decoder can be put in safe place; it
will be inserted later into the adaptor
board.

= Mounting holes
= Cut tracks

FUNCTIONS

Parts List
Jaycar
1 x HP9542 PC board Vero type
1 x AS3030 8 ohm speaker
1 x RR0572 1K ohm resistor (8)
1 x PI6470 IC socket strip
1 x TD2461 Spot face cutter

Model O Kits
1 x AS3030 Minimum size
Speaker enclosure kit

Model Railroad Craftsman
1 x #51968 adaptor board
1 x Loksound V 4.0
CPH 7th Heaven decoder

8

The Model Railroad Craftsman (02 9831 8217)
has produced an authentic sound file for the
CPH railmotor. Upon request Gary will supply
the decoder complete with that file and function
programming to match this article. He will even
include your road number if asked rather than
the usual default “3”. There will be no need for
any additional programming!
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F0 = Headlights
(directional)
F1 = Interior Lights
F2 = Horn
F3 = Short Horn
F4 = Marker lights
(red & white
directional)
F5 = Guard’s whistle
F6 = Sound of seat
turnover
F7 = Sound of freight
movement
F8 = Motor start/stop
F9 = Dim interior
Lights
F10 = Sound of rail
joint (smart)
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Due to the manufacturing process the adaptor
board usually has an
extension piece with
two holes. This can be
snapped off to reduce
the length of the board.
Follow the wiring diagram and solder all the
leads from the adaptor
board to the correct
locations on the copper
side of the matrix
board. It may be necessary to add a wire for
Aux 3, making a total of
12 connections. The
adaptor board is fixed
in the position indicated
using a short length of
‘3M’ double sided foam
tape, the tape should
be at least 2.5 mm in
thickness to reduce the
possibility of a short
between the back of
the board and the copper tracks beneath. If
you are concerned a
short piece of electrical
tape could positioned
under
the
adaptor
board. The decoder
can now be gently
plugged in place. Follow the photograph to
ensure that it is inserted correctly; noting the
position of the blankedoff pin will assist alignment. To avoid any
possibility of the decoder assembly becoming
loose it is tied in place
with nylon fishing line.
The line is passed
through four holes in
the matrix board.
Make up the special
speaker box using PVA
or acrylic glue. Solder
two wires to the speaker and thread the wires
through one of the two
holes. Acrylic glue is
used to seal the speaker in place and close
any gaps. Achieve minimum height by ensuring that the rear face of
the speaker is flush
with bottom of the enclosure.

7th Heaven

Rear Headlight
Front Headlight
Aux 3
Motor -

Aux 2

Motor +
Aux 1

Track right

+ Common

Track left
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Cut the wires to length and solder
them to a male 2 pin plug cut from
the I.C. socket strip. Ultimately the
base of the speaker box will be
glued to the component side of the
PC board but that is best left until
last to facilitate the final assembly.

We can now
turn our attention to the model. Invert the
model on a suitable foam pad
to protect the
paintwork and
remove all the
screws which
secure the body
to the chassis.
Put the screws
in a safe place
as they will be
reused. Separate the body
from the chassis. You will find
that are no
wired connections between
the two parts.
Put the chassis
to one side.
Gently unplug
all the LED
wires which are
connected
to
the
interface
board. It is not
necessary
to
keep any record of how they
are connected.
Remove
the

10

Front
Interior light
Aux 3

Rear
Interior light
Aux 3

Both require the installation of new plugs after
separating the bogie and
motor wiring

Motor
Pos. & Neg.
Bogie
Pickups.

Front
Headlight
Rear
Headlight

The 8 blue circles indicate the
anode, common “+” connection
side of the LED 2-pin plug

Front white
marker light
Aux 2

Speaker

Rear red
marker light
Aux 2

Front red
marker light
Aux 1

Fishing line secures the
decoder assembly in place
on the underside.

Rear white
marker light
Aux 1

four screws from the board and add the
board to your collection of ‘things that
might come in handy one day.” Retain the
screws, they will be use to secure the
new assembly in place.
It is recommended that final testing is carried out before affixing the new assembly
in place. The photograph on the first page
shows how this is possible. The various
leads are long enough to reach the sock-
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ets on your new assembly. The photograph
above indicates the ultimate location of all
the leads. The Chinese factory has taken a
cavalier attitude to the wire colour code.
The anode is usually white but can be orange as well as red or black. The diagram
is correct for the model I converted; hopefully it will be the same as yours. Prior to
the final test a small modification to the
chassis wiring is required.

7th Heaven

As delivered the model has both
bogies pick-ups and the motor
wired together. This is fine for DC
operation but not for DCC. A simple modification is required.
Cut the two soldered connections
from the wiring leaving the six
wires as long as possible. Prepare
two 2-pin plugs from the I.C. connector strip. They will both be used
as male plugs. To avoid any possibility of melting the plastic moulding it is a good idea to insert the
plugs into another piece of the connector to act as a heatsink when
soldering. Identify the red and blue
wires from the motor, strip off a
small section of insulation and “tin”
the exposed wire with solder. Solder the two wires into the socket
side of the connector ensuring that
there is no contact between the
two wires. A similar approach
should then be used for the wires
which come from the bogies. A
slight complication this time is that
you now need solder two wires to
each individual socket. You may
find it easier to connect the two red
wires together to another short
length of red wire and then connect
the other end of that wire to the
plug. It is then necessary to repeat
that action for the blue wires coming from the bogies. Heat-shrink
tubing should be used to cover the
soldered wire joint.
We are now ready make sure that
everything works as expected.
Place the speaker enclosure in its
final position and plug into the
socket provided on the edge of the
board. It can be plugged in either
way, it is not polarised. Do not glue
the enclosure in place yet. Plug the
bogie pick-ups, (track power) into
the socket as marked. (It is the one
closest to the speaker.) Either way
around is fine. Plug in the motor
leads to the adjacent socket, it is
alongside the track connection
socket and is closest to the edge of
the board. Either way will do, you
have a 50% chance of getting it
correct but if it is wrong it will be
fixed as part of the testing.
With everything connected the
chassis should be placed on a
short section of track connected to
your DCC system. Use your control cab to access the loco via either the default “3” or the railmotor
road number if that was requested

7th Heaven

This “invisible” cabinet must be removed to provide space for
the wiring. Access is achieved by first removing the four screws
under the chassis to release the rear seats. Two more screws
will release the cabinet before replacing the seats.

as part of the programming of the
decoder. The various functions as
listed in the function table can now
be tested. F8 will initiate the sound
start-up which must be in operation
before other sounds will be active.
If the model moves in the wrong
direction simply reverse the plug
from the motor. If you have an inoperable LED whilst other lights
work correctly it is possible that the
choice of wire colour is at fault.
Remember that if the connection to
the cathode and anode of a LED
are reversed it will not illuminate,
however the LED will not be damaged, just pull the plug out, turn it
180 degrees and plug it in again.
Prior to screwing the assembly in
place it is worth inserting a small
plastic strip (as shown) under the
board.
This has the advantage of making
the mounting screws captive and it
also eliminates any possibility of a
short to the body. Due to the design of the board this is only neces-
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sary on the side closest to the
resistors. The speaker enclosure can now be glued in place.
As part of your testing you will
probably notice that there is a
lot of light spill from the LEDs
used for the marker lights. I
solved this problem by wrapping
the LED fibre optic junction with
black electrical tape.
You might like to add a driver
and some passengers before
reuniting the chassis and body
using the screws you earlier put
in a safe place. If you have got
this far your DCC sound conversion is complete.
Well done!
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THE LAYOUT THAT ALMOST WAS - Peter Krause
I have often been asked how I developed an interest in New South Wales Railways given that I am a
Queenslander. The short answer was that during the 1970s I worked for a major Australian transport company
whose premises were adjacent to the main interstate rail line into Brisbane and the location of my office afforded
me an excellent view of the passing parade of NSWR trains arriving into and departing from Brisbane. As the line
was 100% diesel locomotive operated by the time I have to admit that I no idea how I came to also be interested in
NSW steam locomotives.
The parade of trains at that time included the Brisbane Limited, the Brisbane Express and several express freight
trains each day. Of particular interest to me was the flexi van train which arrived around 2.30pm. The operation of
the company’s flexi van traffic was one of my areas of responsibility. Over the years I have often given thought to
the possibility of building a layout based on the operation of the interstate line in the Brisbane region. The main
features are as follows:
SOUTH BRISBANE STATION - A platform long enough for a 14 car passenger train plus two locomotives; a run
around track; two storage tracks; a two track carriage shed and a three track goods yard which included a goods
shed and two travelling gantry cranes.
PARK ROAD - An unloading facility which primarily handled newsprint traffic.
YEERONGPILLY- Locomotive servicing facilities which included a two bay engine shed and a 70’ turntable.
CLAPHAM – Transhipping facilities between the New South Wales and Queensland systems as well as flexi van
transfer and motor vehicle unloading sidings.
ACACIA RIDGE – the main marshalling yard and container handling facilities.
Being an O scale modeller I always thought that such a layout was probably a dream too far. However, when I
recently reviewed my layout options, I did re-visit the Brisbane interstate line option and surprisingly came up with
something that mirrored the operation; albeit in a significantly smaller format, but able to be arranged around the
walls of a two car garage, nominally 6 metres X 6 metres. The overall concept is shown in the track plan included
with this article.
Along one wall is an interpretation of the facilities at South Brisbane. It includes the platform and run around track
and a two track goods yard, all located approximately as they were at South Brisbane. To keep the depth to the
nominal 800mm I rotated the carriage shed 180 degrees from where it actually is at South Brisbane and have
made it a single track. Representation of the facilities at Park Road, Yeerongpilly and Clapham are located along
the back wall with Clapham being a passing loop only (there was one in the real Clapham) with a spur for Park
Road and a two bay engine shed and turntable to cover the Yeerongpilly facilities.
The third wall has provision for an industry as well as a fiddle yard. The fiddle yard represents Acacia Ridge and
points beyond. Had I built the layout the industry would have born a striking resemblance to the place that I worked
at in the 1970s. We unloaded and loaded a large number of louvre vans each week in addition to the flexi van
traffic referred to earlier.
Operationally there would need to a degree of acceptance that mainline sized passenger trains might be out of the
question but a TAM/FS/BS/EHO set pulled by a 36 or 44 could be feasible as a substitute for the Brisbane Limited
and a motley collection of other readily available passenger cars could fill the role of the Express.
Three freight trains departed South Brisbane each day. First cab off the rank was a fruit express which left early
morning headed for Flemington markets in Sydney after picking up extra loading at Clapham. The other two were
evening departures, the last being a sweeper service which picked up enroute all the southbound wagons that
could not be included in other trains. All three could be easily replicated in this layout.
Inbound freight direct to South Brisbane was only one train daily. Most freight trains into Brisbane terminated at
either Acacia Ridge or Clapham. Wagons for South Brisbane, Park Road and other sidings were delivered by a
service known as Number 9 Shunt which usually consisted of a 48 and a dilapidated PHG (which was labelled ‘for
use between South Brisbane and Acacia Ridge only’) and whatever wagons needed to be delivered. It worked two
shifts a day. As well there was a shunt engine allocated to South Brisbane which worked two shifts a day.
Had I decided to build this layout, I would have called it South Moreton as the area that is now Brisbane was once
known as the Moreton Region. Instead I opted to build Saddlersfield. So there it is; a lot of operation in a two car
garage and still room for the family car if your two car garage has a full width door as a lot of them do now days.
I penned this article in the hope that it may inspire someone who claims to not have sufficient space to build an O
scale layout to reconsider. You do not even have to think outside the 6m X 6m square.
I can now only ask; what is the next excuse going to be as to why you cannot build yourself an O scale layout?
12
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INTRODUCING THE PIONEER MODELS CROWDFUNDED
7MM SCALE NSW LOW-FRAME 32 CLASS IN RTR BRASS

on r o s crow f n ng c
gn for br ss R R ow fr
32 C ss s v on OzCrow .
The price is $2495.00, and we need 80 sign-ups to make it happen. The specifications of the model are:
- Accurately detailed 1:43.5 scale hand-made brass model.

* Lined Maroon: 3265 “HUNTER” and 3298 “PARRAMATTA”
* Lined Green: 3374 “CAMBEWARRA” and 3266 (Unnamed)

- Wheels to Gauge O Guild finescale profile.
- Mabuchi 12V DC motor; gearbox ratio will be 1:22 to 1:25.

- Opening smokebox and firebox doors.
- Couplers: prototypical hook and single link coupler fitted to front buffer beam.

- Email us at pioneermodels@optusnet.com.au if you want the prototypical tender buffer beam on your model.

The campaign closes on December 13th 2015. Information, news and updates at the Pioneer Models blog: http://pioneermodels.blogspot.com.au
Crowd funding campaign site: www.ozcrowd.com - all the info you need is there (type Pioneer Models into the OzCrowd search bar)

7th Heaven
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An Afternoon at Peters
Stephen Reynolds
Photos by Chris Lord and Peter Smith

Peter Smith is a recent member of the Aus7 Modellers Group. He is active in a number of
scales, 7mm, G, as well as live steam.
Peter is the live-in caretaker of an industrial complex at the Newcastle suburb of Teralba,
overlooking both the Great Northern Line and picturesque Lake Macquarie.
On a pleasant afternoon Peter invited a group of modellers to run his layout and a most
enjoyable afternoon it was.
His layout is a mixture of both indoors and outdoors running. The inside part is in a shipping
container, the outside is under a large steel awning. 7mm standard gauge and G scale share
this same complex. DC and DCC is used to control the trains. Peter has just extended the 7mm
line and it now fills all of the container.
The 7mm is on the top level while the G Gauge is on the bottom. Peter hopes to eventually to
join the top 7mm track with a new line of 7mm on the bottom deck and remove one of the 45mm
roadbeds.

Peters Layout room, outside.
14
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Teralba Station - inside

The 35 Class is a Ron Fox O gauge House Model
7th Heaven
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Big River Models
Big River Models, 1/30 Todmorden Rd, Buttaba 2283,
(02) 4975 5501, johnhalcrow3@bigpond.com, have
passed on the news that the TAM sleeping car kits are
now available for $500 per kit. The aim has been to
produce a kit which will “not end up in the too hard
cupboard”. Trying to achieve this ease of assembly has
led to some revising of the moulds and production
processes. The main body components, roof, sides,
ends and chassis are one piece castings in
polyurethane. Underfloor details, sprung vestibule
connections, KD couplings, vents, door handrails,
buffers etc. are all supplied, along with necessary
hardware. Bogie side frames are cast in whitemetal and
are assembled with an aluminium bolster which has
been jig drilled and tapped. Axle boxes, springs, and
brake shoes are all supplied as separate plastic
mouldings. Big River’s own fine scale wheel-sets with
top-hat brass bearings to suit are also supplied.

Bergs Hobbies/ Haskell
Bergs Hobbies, 181 Church Street, Parramatta, NSW,
2 1 5 0 , Te l 0 2 9 6 3 5 8 6 1 8 , h t t p : / /
www.bergshobbies.com.au & mail@bergshobbies.com
in conjunction with Haskell Co Taiwan have announced
they are jointly releasing a range of O-scale wheels
made specifically for the NSW modeller. It is hoped
these will be ready for release before the Liverpool
exhibition. Two versions will be available: disc
or spoked. Prices should be competitive with the range
available from other manufacturers available to NSW
modellers and they will have the correct number of
spokes. The wheels have been manufactured to be
generally compatible with FS standards.

Keiran Ryan Models
Keiran Ryan Models, 39 Coachwood Cres, Picton,
NSW, 2571, (02) 46772462, krmodels@gmail.com &
www.7mmkitsnbits.com have announced that both the
20 class locomotive kit and a kit for the S008 NSWR
wheat silo should be available for sale during the latter
part of this year. In addition, KRM will be releasing an
updated 7mm signal kit, which can be fitted to either the
left or right side of the post. A catch point indicator of
etched parts is also being produced, along with a batch
of etched cranks for points and signal rodding.
The instructions for the silo kit will be a pdf and power
point file on an 8 Gig flash drive, with plenty of photos
and information to assist the modeller to assemble the
model.

ModelOKits
ModelOKits, PO Box 379, Sydney, NSW, 1700, (02)
97073390, 0404935663, http://www.modelokits.com &
sales@modelokits.com have passed on the following
information about their expanding range of models:
O-Aust - All locomotives, passenger carriages and
wagons that are currently in production are now
available from the ModelOKits website. Work is
16

progressing on the LFX and BX passenger carriage kits
with a possible release date of the October Aus7 Forum.
Work is progressing on the release of a commonwealth
tender kit which should be available by the end of the
year. The current plan is to re-run the R cars in 2016 but
with etched components to replace some of the
castings.
Waratah - The big news about the Waratah range is that
ModelOKits have received stock of new CPH railmotors.
Price is $1649 and available now. Running numbers are
1, 18, 31 with match board sides and 13 and 33 in
Masonite sides. Improvements have been made to
lower the body over the bogies, some minor engineering
work to prevent the sideways “wobble” and improve the
running with changes to the drive shaft. The unit comes
fitted with a DCC board to suit the new Loksound L
decoder, but will also accommodate the standard V4
with some additional wiring. There are only a few PHG
kits left from the recent re-run. It is hoped that the pilot
for the HG guards wagons will be available for viewing
at the Liverpool exhibition and the October Forum.
DJH - The 36 class pilot model should arrive the last
week in July. Photos will be posted on the ModelOKits
web-site. If the pilot is assessed as being sufficiently
accurate they should be available prior to Liverpool
exhibition.
ModelOKits now have in stock a range of the Auscision
Trees (these are the larger HO varieties sold by
Auscision and the O & G scale types) and some of the
very last 49 class locomotives – one tuscan and one
candy – for sale. Contact ModelOKits for pricing. As
previously mentioned at the Aus7 Forum, ModelOKits
will be opening a showroom at Yagoona in the coming
months. Opening times will be advised in due course
and announced on the website and at the Aus7 Forum.

Quvic Models
Quvic Models info@oaustkits.com.au, and via the web
site at www.oaustkits.com.au, at PO Box 743, Albany
Creek, Qld, 4035, mob 0419680584 or (07) 3298 6283
have advised that as of 22 May, 2015 the NSWGR
portion of the O-Aust Kits and Century Models ranges
are now part of the ModelOKits business. The remaining
portion of the former O-Aust Kits business, namely the
Victorian and Queensland prototypes, will continue to be
available from Peter Krause for the foreseeable future
under the brand name, Quvic Models. Contact details
remain unchanged and the O-Aust Kits website will
remain open until a new Quvic Models website is
developed.
Work on the Quvic Models BB van and I/IA 4 wheel
open wagon is progressing and production samples
should be available sometime in August. It is hoped to
get some long stalled Queensland prototype locomotive
projects finalised over the next 12 months.
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Notice of Aus7 Modellers Group

Precision Scale Models Precision Scale Models
PO Box 8200, Ferntree Gully, Victoria, 3149, Australia
http://www.precisionscalemodels.com.au/ or via email
at jdella@precisionscalemodels.com.au will be
attending the upcoming Aus7 Modellers Group Forum
on Oct 31, 2015 at North Sydney Leagues Club to
distribute their NSWR (C)38 class locomotives. John
Della of Precision Scale is working on the
arrangements to allow those who ordered a
locomotive to pay for and pick their models up at the
Forum. Payment for the balance owing for ordered
locomotives can be by credit card or cash, personal
cheques will not be accepted. Please contact John
Della at PSM for details

Annual General Meeting
Venue: North Sydney Leagues Club, Saturday the 31st of
Oct 2015, 12.45 pm

Agenda Items
1.
2.
3.
4.

Election of officer holders
President's Report
Presentation of financial accounts
General Business
- Brisbane Forum Report – Trevor Hodges
- Financial Proposal – John Parker

Note: If members have an item they wish to add to the agenda please
contact the Secrtary at least 2 weeks prior to the AGM. Any financial
member of the Aus7 Modellers Group is entitled to vote at the meeting.
Proxy voting will be allowed. Any member wishing to vote by proxy should
contact the Secretary.

Forum Bring & Buy

Note – While the executive of the Aus7 Modellers
Group are willing to facilitate the distribution of these
st
models, no responsibility can be accepted if plans for North Sydney Leagues Club, Saturday the 31 of Oct 2015
The
Bring
&
Buy
will
allow
attendees
at
the
Forum
to sell
this process fail to come to fruition.
excess model railway items to others at the Forum. The
conditions of selling or buying are detailed in full in the
document "Selling and Buying Guidelines" available from the
Aus7 Modellers Group web site. The following are the main
details:
• Registration must occur before 9.30am with selling
concluding at 12.45pm.
• A $7 registration fee applies to all sellers. This fee
allows a seller to place up to 5 items on the table. A
further 5% commission applies to all items sold with a
value above $20.
• Sellers can choose to sell either by "buy it now" set
price or by silent auction.
• All sale items should be of general relevance and
interest to O-scale modellers (1:43.5 & 1:48, SG or
NG)
Please contact the President with any queries.

O Scale at Liverpool
O scale certainly had a presence at the AMRA exhibition
this year with Arakoola, the Aus7 stand and Model O
Kits all lined up as the first thing attendees saw as they
entered the hall. On the other side Bergs stand also
featured a range of 7mm items.
The Aus7 stand attracted a lot of attention throughout
the weekend with scratchbuilding and DCC presentations
and Chris Lord displaying his diorama. A special thank
you to Chris for organising the stand once again this
year and to all who assisted.

A peek
at
Arakoola’s
fancy
new
storage
roads

7th Heaven

Arakoola was a standout with it’s new lighting, scenic
enhancements and more efficient storage roads out the
back. It gained four awards - best layout, best private
layout of NSW prototype, exhibitors choice and best
layout - public vote.
Overall an impressive display from the larger scale.
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Model O Kits is proud to announce our recent acquisition of

Fine Scale 1:43.5 (7mm) O Scale kits

New Release

9000 GALLON
TULLOCH TANKER WAGON

New Items - Early 2016

Now Available!
- Price $350

- LFX & BX “Dogbox” Passenger Carriages
- Commonwealth Turret Tender
BWH Bogie Wheat Hopper $295

Now In Stock

32 class Locomotive - $1700

19 Class Locomotive - $1600
ACM Passenger Carriage $450

30 Class Tank locomotive - $1500
GSV Sheep Wagon - $185
FO Passenger Carriage - $490

LLV Bogie Closed Wagon $225
BSV Bogie Sheep Wagon $350

HCX Passenger Carriage $495

Our showroom at Yagoona opening soon. Please watch our website for details
Visit our new website & online store at www.modelokits.com
Now incorporating the full range of Waratah MRC, O-Aust Kits & Model O Kits products
Telephone: 0404 935 663 email: sales@modelokits.com
18
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Our showroom at Yagoona opening soon. Please watch our website for details
Visit our new website & online store at www.modelokits.com
Now incorporating the full range of Waratah MRC, O-Aust Kits & Model O Kits products
Telephone: 0404 935 663 email: sales@modelokits.com
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The Waratah
Model Railway Company
Fine Scale 1:43.5 (7mm) O Scale kits

CPH RAILMOTOR
- RERUN

2 Types Available
Matchboard Side - No. 1 & No. 31
Flush / Masonite Side - No. 13 & No. 33
(all in Tuscan)

In Stock Now
Limited Numbers - No. 18 Now Run Out
- Masonite Sided Stocks Very Low

Price $1649
- Improved running - Modified height over bogies

ULTIMATE
“S” WAGON KIT
Introducing our high quality, highly detailed
S wagon kit with injection moulded body
components, our brass and white metal detail
items and Waratah prototype wheel sets. Quality,
detail and easy to assemble at a reduced price
of: $85.00. (Excludes buffers and couplers)

Price $85 per kit
Available Q1 2016

NSWGR BWF Wagon
In Stock Now - Price $215

NSWGR RU Wagon
In Stock Now - Price $165

N.S.W.G.R HG GUARDS VAN
- expected delivery Early 2016
- Price to be confirmed

NSWGR ICV Wagon
In Stock Now - Price $210

PHG Guards Van
In Stock Now - Price $449

NSWGR BD Wagon
In Stock Now - Price $215

Visit us at www.modelokits.com Telephone: 0404 935 663 email: sales@modelokits.com

